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Our Big Picture Vision

We are a small niche club committed to High Performance and Achievement.

Our Vision is to be the Premier small club in
America.

○ We are Proud of our history, traditions, and the accomplishments of our
members and coaches.

○ We honor superior performance and achievement.

○ We honor our teammates with our Effort and Attention.

○ We challenge all.

Our Mission

We are committed to providing a safe
educational environment for all participants

to develop life skills through sport.

Lake Forest Swim Club Values

○ We value health, fitness, and effort.

○ We value sportsmanship, citizenship, teamwork, and fair play.

○ We value humility, accountability, responsibility, and resilience.

○ We value respect, honesty, integrity, hard work, and discipline.
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Our Pathway To Success
We strive for and celebrate success. We know that reaching our dreams and those of
our members requires a commitment from everyone.

Success requires a relentless focus on our
VISION as we create an environment where

success is inevitable.

We employ consistent language and teaching progressions throughout our TEAM. We
create high standards and accountability for all. Our shared goals are the magic that
makes dreams come true.

○ Physical fitness and literacy first

~ Fit For Life

~ Developmentally appropriate progressions

○ Life Skills

~ Citizenship

~ Sportsmanship

~ Respect

~ Resilience

○ TEAMwork

~ Shared vision and goals

~ Celebrate success

~ Support form and for all

○ Performance follows process
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LFSC Swimmer Development
We follow sound principles of Long Term Athlete Development. We keep everything as
simple as possible prioritizing quality movement and physical activity over performance
results.
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LFSC Practice Squads
Our practice squads emphasize the progress of each swimmer on an individual basis as
they gain strength, skills, experience and maturity. Children grow and develop at
individual rates and long-term athletic success requires great patience.

National Squad The National Squad is a very demanding highly specialized elite
squad for swimmers striving to achieve in National level competition. This squad is by
invitation only and requires a level of fitness and commitment consistent with the
demands of elite-level swimming. Competition attendance at National level
competitions, if qualified, is required.

Senior Squad The Senior Squad is for swimmers age 13 and older with previous
swim team experience and high school swimmers. Competition attendance and
performance goals are required in the Senior Squad. Swimmers will compete in various
competitions at the local, state and regional levels.

Age Group Squad The Age Group Squad is our "meat and potatoes" squad for
swimmers ages 9-13 years. Our Age Group Squad prepares young swimmers for future
success as Senior swimmers. This is the place where Olympic Dreams are forged!

Exit competencies (to Sr Squad):

● Consistently demonstrate sound fundamentals in all 4 strokes, including S/T
● Demonstrate willingness to perform a higher level of work and intensity
● Consistent monthly practice attendance of 80%
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Novice Squad The Novice Squad is for swimmers ages 7-12 years. Previous swim
team experience is not required. All swimmers must be able to participate in a
structured group learning environment and have appropriate personal independence.

Exir competencies (to Age Group Squad):

● Consistently demonstrate sound fundamentals in all 4 strokes, including S/T
● Demonstrate appropriate swimming strength (Free, stroke, IM)
● Consistent monthly practice attendance of 60%

Mighty Ducks The Mighty Ducks squad is for young swimmers ages 7-10 yrs who
have progressed beyond basic swim lessons and would like to make further progress to
our competitive team. Swimmers in the Mighty Ducks must be at least 7 years old and
able to swim 25 meters of freestyle and backstroke with fundamental stroke integrity.

Exit competencies (to Novice Squad):

● demonstrated competency in performing all four competitive strokes
● knowledge of all competitive starts and turns
● continuous 200 freestyle swim

Mini Ducks The Mini Ducks is an advanced swim lesson for children ages 5+ who
are comfortable (floating) in the water. Mini Ducks have not yet mastered arm strokes,
kicking and breathing in freestyle and backstroke. In the Mini Ducks we build learning
and listening skills, let children explore basic aquatic movements, and put them on a
path to joining the swim team.
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Competition
We believe in a gradual introduction of competition as skills and general understanding
of the sport develop. Our guiding principle is to put young swimmers in successful
situations first.

Age Group Challenge Meets:

Learning the basics of swim meets.

Intra-squad Meets:

Learning the rules and how to give effort.

Club Meets:

The BIG Time!

Championship Meets:

The really BIG time!!!

Hard work results in High Performance and Achievement

“Excellence In All We Do” “We Are More Than A Swim Team”
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How To Best Help Your Swimmer
We believe in a gradual introduction of competition as skills and general understanding
of the sport develop. Our guiding principle is to put young swimmers in successful
situations first.

○ Help Them Be On Time Every Day

○ Teach Them That Practice is a Classroom

○ Focus On Giving Effort Over Performance Results

○ Be In This For The Ups and Downs of Youth Sports

Practice horticulture, not agriculture.

“Surround yourself with people who believe in you.”
~~ Coach Mo
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